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Abstract—Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequences have been used as synchronization sequences in modern wireless 
communication systems, replacing the conventional pseudo-random noise (PN) sequences due to their 
perfect autocorrelation properties. We first study the ambiguity problem between a timing offset and a 
frequency offset when a ZC sequence is used as a synchronization signal. We show how a frequency 
offset can impair the timing property of a ZC sequence, causing irreducible timing errors. An analytical 
framework is developed, which completely characterizes a ZC sequence’s timing behavior and its 
fundamental limitation as a synchronization sequence in the presence of a frequency offset between the 
transmitter and the receiver.  
Index Terms— frequency uncertainty, timing spectrum, timing uncertainty, Zadoff-Chu sequences. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
YNCHRONIZATION is the very first step in establishing a communication link to resolve the timing 
and frequency uncertainties between the transceivers, and is typically achieved by employing a special 
reference signal or pilot. For example, in a wireless communication system, an access point transmits a 
synchronization signal at a specific location of a transmission frame on the downlink. An access device 
acquires the system timing by searching for this special signal using a correlator matched to this signal. An 
access device then sends a signal to the access point on the uplink random access channel after aligning its 
local timing to the downlink synchronization signal in order to set up a connection with the network. The 
access point searches for the signal using a correlator, detecting the device’s timing from the signal, and 
instructs the device to adjust its transmit timing to account for the round trip propagation delay before an 
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uplink channel can be established on the assigned resources.  
 Signals providing good timing estimation must possess a good autocorrelation property [1]. Wireless 
communication systems almost unexceptionally employ sequences that have good autocorrelation properties 
to fulfill such a goal. In 2G and 3G systems (e.g., IS-95 [2], CDMA2000 [3], and WCDMA [4]) as well as 
Wi-Fi [5], the pseudo-random noise (PN) sequence [6]-[8] or its variants [4], [9]-[12] are used as the 
synchronization sequences. A complex PN sequence has a periodic autocorrelation of [4], [6], [10] 
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where N  is the period of the PN sequence. Therefore, the cyclically shifted PN sequences, i.e., sequences 
with different shift offsets (or lags) from the original PN sequence, have correlation of 1 N . PN sequences 
are thus commonly used as synchronization sequences, e.g., the downlink synchronization channel (SCH) and 
the uplink random access channel (RACH) in 2G cellular systems (IS-95) [1], [13] and 3G cellular systems 
(CDMA2000, WCDMA) [3], [4], [14], [15], and the preamble sequences in Wi-Fi.  
Another class of sequences, the Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence, is a class of polyphase sequences defined as 
[16] [17] [18]  
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where N  (odd) is the period of the sequence. The root of the sequence (or the sequence index) 
 1, 2, , 1N    is relatively prime to N .  
 The ZC sequence possesses an ideal or “perfect” periodic autocorrelation property (i.e., the periodic 
autocorrelation is zero for all shifts other than zero), 
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where the shift or lag ( 1), 0, , 1N N      . In (3) and in the rest of the paper, modulo-N indexing is 
assumed.  
 Like PN sequences, ZC sequences typically have two primary applications in modern wireless 
  
communication systems. The first common application is in random multiple access where a set of 
cyclically-shifted ZC sequences (hence are orthogonal to each other) are used as random multiple access 
signals due to the orthogonality property between cyclically-shifted ZC sequence. In the LTE random access 
process, an access device randomly selects a ZC sequence from a given set of ZC sequences, and transmits it 
on the uplink random access resource to the access point. The access point detects the sequence using a bank 
of correlators, each of which is matched to a corresponding ZC sequence in the set. Unlike the PN sequences 
that suffer from the well-known near-far effect in multiple access, multiple devices (up to the size of the ZC 
sequence set) can transmit the sequences simultaneously on the same resource using a set of well-structured 
orthogonal ZC sequences [19]. Another application of ZC sequences can be found in time synchronization 
where a ZC sequence is employed as a time synchronization signal. In this case, the receiver detects the 
timing of the device by looking for the peak of the correlator output of the ZC sequence inside a timing 
hypothesis window. In LTE, ZC sequences are employed as the primary synchronization sequences (PSS) on 
the downlink to provide initial system time and frequency acquisition for an access device to synchronize its 
time and frequency to the system before it can start the random access process as described above. After the 
access point detects the random access sequence (i.e., a ZC sequence) on the uplink, it uses the detected 
timing of the access device from its access sequence to advance the device’s transmit time to account for the 
round trip propagation delay such that uplink signals from different devices are aligned at the access point 
receiver. The cyclic prefix of the OFDM symbol thus only needs to accommodate the multipath delays from a 
device after the time alignment has been established [20]-[22]. Since the range of the propagation delay can 
be significantly larger than that of the mulitpath delay, significant overhead of cyclic prefix is saved and yet 
the interference to other uplink channels due to timing differences resulted from different propagation delays 
among devices can be avoided. This is a typical example that the ZC sequences are used as both random 
access signals and timing signals.  
Although ZC sequences have been extensively studied, most of the earlier studies of ZC sequences 
assume no frequency offset between the transmitter and the receiver. The ideal periodic autocorrelation 
property of the ZC sequences is derived under this assumption [16], [18], [23]-[25]. Unfortunately, the 
  
frequency offset does have a profound impact on the autocorrelation property of a ZC sequence. Moreover, in 
practical wireless communication scenarios, the frequency offset between transceivers is inevitable due to the 
accumulated frequency uncertainties at the access device transmitter and the access point receiver as well as 
the Doppler spread resulting from the mobility of the access device [19], [26]. For example, during the 
random access process, the frequency of an access device is synchronized to the access point via the downlink 
SCH of the access point. The frequency offset on the uplink is thus determined by the access device frequency 
synthesizer error plus Doppler frequency. The frequency synthesizer error is typically within the range of 0.1 
ppm or 200 Hz at a carrier frequency of 2 GHz [27]. In medium mobility scenarios, assuming an access 
device with a speed of 120 km/h at a carrier frequency of 2 GHz, the corresponding Doppler frequency is 222 
Hz. Since the frequency synthesizer is synchronized to the downlink SCH, the Doppler effect is thus doubled 
on the uplink seen by the access point receiver, giving rise to a total of 644 Hz frequency offset at the access 
point, which is half of the OFDM symbol subcarrier spacing of LTE RACH (1.25 kHz).  
Recently, the effect of the frequency offset on the autocorrelation of the ZC sequences is investigated [19] 
[21] [22] [28] [29] . In [19], and [28], the superiority of ZC sequences over PN sequences is clearly explained. 
The effect of frequency offset on the timing and detection performance of ZC sequences with different root 
indices is identified and analyzed. In [21], [22], and [28], ZC sequences are used for assisting OFDM symbol 
timing in the presence of a frequency offset where the timing uncertainty range is typically small (within a 
cyclic prefix range, e.g., 5μs ). In [29], the effect of frequency offset on the interference characteristics among 
multiple ZC sequences in an orthogonal ZC sequence set when used as multiple access sequences is studied, 
in which timing is assumed to be perfect. The aim of this paper is hence to study the effect of the frequency 
offset on the timing property of an individual ZC sequence, particularly the interplay between time and 
frequency uncertainties, when the ZC sequence is used as a general-purpose time synchronization sequence 
(where the time uncertain range can be large) using a new analytical framework. The proposed framework 
completely characterizes the timing behavior of any given ZC sequence, including the fundamental limitation 
(i.e., the irreducible timing error) which ultimately determines the maximum combined timing and frequency 
uncertainties that a ZC sequence can resolve as a synchronization sequence. 
  
Without loss of generality and for ease of discussion, in the sequel we continue to use the LTE RACH 
signal as a practical application model as in [29], but the focus is solely on the timing property of a ZC 
sequence as a time synchronization sequence under a frequency offset. The remainder of this paper is 
organized as follows. Section II analyzes the effect of the frequency offset on ZC sequence-based timing 
estimation. Section III provides more detailed analyses with numerical examples. Finally, the paper concludes 
in Section IV with a review of the main results. 
II.  ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR TIMING ANALYSIS 
In the section, we derive the analytical framework for analyzing the impact of a frequency offset on 
timing properties of a ZC sequence.  
Assume sequence x  is comprised of ZC sequence s  of length N  with a cyclic prefix (CP) of length 
CPN . An OFDM waveform that carries sequence x  travels through the channel with gain h , and is received 
by a receiver with a frequency offset f  relative to the transmitter. The channel is assumed to be constant 
during the sequence transmission time. The sampled signal is denoted as y  as shown in Fig. 1, whose 
sample element is represented as 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of signal timing at a receiver, where   is the propagation delay from the transmitter to the receiver (or the
arrival time relative to the receiver timing reference), and CPN  denotes the cyclic prefix length of the OFDM symbol in samples.
 
  
the sequence x  at the receiver is  , which corresponds to the actual timing of the transmitter seen at the 
receiver (cf. Fig. 1). Note that since at this point, the timing is not yet established between the transceivers, 
the cyclic prefix of the OFDM symbol waveform that carries the ZC sequence must be long enough to cover 
both propagation and multipath delays. The value of CPN  is thus chosen such that   CPmax N  . 
We now discard the first CPN  samples and retain only the last N  samples from y  to give y , 
namely, 
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where in the last step the constant phase CP
2j N
Ne
   is absorbed into h  (for notational simplification), and 
  CP[ ]w n n N  . The truncated signal y  contains a complete, but cyclically-shifted and noise-corrupted 
copy of ZC sequence s . It is readily seen that the number of cyclic shifts is   that is unknown to the 
receiver. 
To estimate the transmitter timing, i.e., to determine  , the receiver performs N-point circular 
correlations of received signal y  with the original sequence s  at multiple positions in a timing hypothesis 
window,   , as illustrated in Fig. 2, where 
  0,1, , 1W    (6) 
is the timing hypothesis window, used to account for the time uncertainty,  , and W  is the size of the 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of timing hypothesis window with respect to truncated (CP-removed) signal  ,  0,  1, ,  1y n n N  
 W N . Clearly, the timing hypothesis    that corresponds to 0  , i.e.,     is the correct timing hypothesis. 
 
  
hypothesis window, i.e., HW  , as depicted in Fig. 2. Clearly, the hypothesis window has to be large 
enough to cover the time uncertainty range, such that   . We will use timing hypothesis window and time 
uncertainty range (or window) interchangeably. 
The output of the correlator at hypothesis   can be formulated as 
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where      is the shift/time offset between the received ZC sequence y  and the original sequence 
s  at timing hypothesis   (cf. Fig. 2). Hence 0   corresponds to    , i.e., the correct timing 
hypothesis. In addition,  
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is the (circular) autocorrelation of ZC sequence s  at shift offset or lag,  , in the presence of frequency 
offset  , and  
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Clearly,  2~ 0,CN N  . Since for p q , 
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Therefore,    is identically and independently distributed (for different  ). 
An estimate of timing, namely  , is thus 
   2ˆ arg max ,z     . (11) 
The problem of timing detection for sequence s  can then be considered as a sequence correlation problem at 
the following shifts, 
   H , , 1,  0,  1, ,  1W         , (12) 
for a given   , where   is the actual sequence arrival time (cf. Fig. 2). (12) is thus a set that includes all 
possible shift offsets,       corresponding to different timing hypothesis values of   in H. The goal 
is thus to find the     that maximizes the timing detection metric     2, ,z          . 
The timing detection metric  ,      is independently (for different  ), non-central 
chi-square distributed, i.e.,  
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with degrees of freedom of two, a mean of 
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and a variance of 
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is the (squared) autocorrelation of ZC sequence   at shift offset   and at frequency offset  . Here the 
sinc function is defined as     
sin π1sinc
sin π
x
x
N x N
 . Clearly, in the absence of frequency offset, i.e., 0  , 
(16) is a perfect autocorrelation function that has a single non-zero value of one at 0   and zero 
  
anywhere else, i.e., at  1, 2, , 1N      . 
It is seen that both the mean and variance are functions of the autocorrelation (16), which in turn is a 
function of a linear combination of   and  , namely,      . 
We observe that the autocorrelation of a ZC sequence is a function of not only the shift offset but the 
frequency offset as well. The maximum correlation of one occurs when 
 ,    l N l        , (17) 
meaning that the maximum autocorrelation happens at lag 0   and 0  . That is to say that the 
autocorrelation of a ZC sequence is no longer perfect in the presence of frequency offset. It implies that the 
detection metric,  ,      may become maximum at positions other than ˆ  , thereby giving rise to 
false timing detections. In other words, the effective timing that the timing detector sees is a combination of 
both time and frequency offsets of the receiver relative to the ZC sequence signal. This unique property of the 
ZC sequence results in ambiguities between frequency offset and time offset, potentially degrading the perfect 
timing performance as promised by the perfect autocorrelation property of a ZC sequence. 
In the following, we provide analytical derivations that give deeper insight into the interconnection 
between time and frequency uncertainties. We rewrite Equation (16) as 
     22 †sinc sinc           , (18) 
where 
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We refer to †  as the critical frequency offset of the autocorrelation function at a shift offset or lag, 
0  , at which the autocorrelation has a maximum value of one. A critical frequency offset is thus the 
minimum frequency offset that shifts the maximum value of the autocorrelation from the zero shift offset to a 
non-zero location, 0  .  
 We define 
  † † , , 0         , (20)  
  
which includes all the critical frequency offsets of a ZC sequence for a given set of non-zero shift offsets of 
interest,  . We refer to these shift offsets as the critical shift offsets, and denote i  as the critical shift 
offset corresponding to a critical frequency offset of value i . 
 We take the histogram of † , to give 
 † † †( ),       S . (21) 
Hence, †( )S  represents the multiplicity of †  in † . When applied to timing detection with a 
hypothesis window  , we have 
 H† † †( ),       S , (22) 
where the shift offsets of interest are H , defined in (12) for a given timing hypothesis window   and 
  .  
We thus define  
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as the timing spectrum of a ZC sequence associated with a time uncertainty range H. It is clear that the timing 
spectrum of a ZC sequence is a function of the ZC sequence root parameter and the time uncertainty range. 
 It is intuitive that, for a good timing sequence, the critical frequency offsets  H H† † ,      
associated with the shift offsets of a time uncertainty range  , namely,  
  H ,     (24) 
must be much larger than the practical frequency error/uncertainty range of a given system. Therefore, it is 
natural to require that the timing spectrum of a ZC sequence contain as few spectral components at small 
critical frequency offsets as possible. We’ll see more interconnections between the timing spectrum and 
timing properties of a ZC sequence in the next section. 
From the above results, we can now obtain the timing detection error probability as a function of 
frequency offset  . For a given   , the probability of      is 
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  (25) 
where 
2
2
h   is defined as the receive sample SNR, 1Q  is Marcum’s Q  function. The total probability of 
     is thus 
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where  p       is defined in (25). 
A timing error occurs when 0      is detected, which has the probability of 
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(a) 140   
 
(b) 367   
 
Fig. 3. Autocorrelation for ZC sequences 140   (a) and 367 (b) at the shift offsets   , 0,15U      as a function of 
the frequency offset. The solid curves correspond to the positive critical frequency offsets and the dotted curves the negative critical 
frequency offsets. TABLE I lists all the shift offsets for the time uncertainty window size of 16 and their associated critical 
frequency offsets.  
 
 
 
TABLE I 
THE SHIFT OFFSETS FOR THE TIME UNCERTAINTY WINDOW SIZE OF 16 AND THEIR ASSOCIATED CRITICAL FREQUENCY OFFSETS 
  ±1 ±2 ±3 ±4 ±5 ±6 ±7 ±8 ±9 ±10 ±11 ±12 ±13 ±14 ±15
† ( 140  ) ±140 ±280 ∓419 ∓279 ∓139 ±1 ±141 ±281 ∓418 ∓278 ∓138 ±2 ±142 ±282 ∓417
† ( 367  ) ±367 ∓105 ±262 ∓210 ±157 ∓315 ±52 ±419 ∓53 ±314 ∓158 ±209 ∓263 ±104 ∓368
 
  
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND ANALYSIS 
In this section, we use detailed examples to help better understand and validate the analytical results 
developed in the previous section. We use two exemplary ZC sequences (one with 140   and one 367 , 
both of length 839N   ─ the same length used in LTE RACH) to show how their distinct timing 
performance is related to their unique timing spectral properties. 
First we show in Fig. 3 the autocorrelation function of a ZC sequence as a function of the frequency 
offset   at the specific shift offsets associated with a timing hypothesis window size of H 16W  . This 
timing hypothesis window size provides a tolerance to a time uncertainty up to 16 samples or ~10 μs. For the 
random access application, this uncertainty also translates to a cell size of ~1000m [19]. If we assume the 
frequency error or frequency uncertainty in a typical wireless application is less than 1.25 kHz, i.e., in the 
range of 1.25f   kHz or 1   under the LTE RACH framework,   2sinc 0       for 
0  , due to the fact that the side ripples of the sinc function in (16) cause energy leakage between lags. 
For every    ( 0  ), there is a corresponding critical frequency offset †  at which a maximum 
correlation coefficient of one occurs. 
In Fig. 3 (a), i.e., 140  , 1 6    corresponds to a critical frequency offset of † 1   which is 
the smallest critical frequency offset among all possible critical frequency offsets. At critical shift offset 
1 6   , any small frequency offset incurs a large autocorrelation value. This value even becomes greater 
than that at 0   when frequency offset 0.5   for 1 6   or when 0.5    for 1 6    . 
The autocorrelation can also be non-zero at other non-zero shift offsets in the frequency offset range of 
1   ( 0  ), e.g., at the critical shift offsets 2 12    (corresponding to a critical frequency offset 
of † 2  ) and at 138 11    (corresponding to † 138  ), but with smaller order of magnitudes. It is 
seen that the non-zero shift offset, 0  , associated with a smaller critical frequency offset (e.g., † 1  ) 
has a larger effect on autocorrelation than that with a greater critical frequency offset (e.g., † 2   or 
  
† 138  ). Therefore, mistiming is more likely to happen at the non-zero shift offsets with smaller 
magnitude of critical frequency offsets.  
Whereas for the ZC sequence with 367   as shown in Fig. 3 (b) and TABLE I, the smallest critical 
frequency offset associated with the non-zero shift offsets is † 52  , whose autocorrelation value is below 
-100 dB within 1  . Therefore, 52 7    and other non-zero shift offsets have little effect on the 
timing performance.  
This important point can be better represented by the timing spectrum. The timing spectra for 140   
 
(a) 140   
 
 
 
(b) 367   
 
Fig. 4. The timing spectra for ZC sequences 140   (a) and 367 (b), and time uncertainty range of 16  . Only the positive 
half ( † 0  ) of the spectrum is plotted since the spectrum is symmetric.  
 
  
 (a) 140   (b) 367   
Fig. 5. The mean detection metric value (at high SNR) at non-zero shift offset 0   (error) relative to 0   (correct)
against frequency offset   for ZC sequences 140   (a) and 367 (b). The solid curves correspond to the positive critical
frequency offsets and the dotted curves the negative critical frequency offsets. The timing window size is H 16 . 
 
and 367 with timing hypothesis window size H 16W   are plotted in Fig. 4. For 140  , we see four 
spectral components (two at the negative side of the spectrum) at small critical frequency offsets of † 1    
and 2  with respect to 6    and 12 . We thus expect high mistiming probabilities at the above four 
offsets. Whereas for 367  , no spectral component at the lower end of the critical frequency offset is 
observed. Better timing performance from ZC sequence 367   can thus be expected. 
The above phenomena can be further verified by examining the mean of the detection metric at offset 
0   (the offset corresponding to the mistiming, cf. Fig. 2) relative to the mean of the detection metric at 
offset 0   (the shift offset corresponding to the correct timing) in the timing hypothesis window against 
frequency offset  . From (14), this relative mean detection metric is given by 
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At high SNR, i.e., 
2
2
h   , this ratio becomes 
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The larger this ratio is, the more likely it is for the wrong timing offset (i.e., 0  ) to be detected. In 
particular, when this ratio becomes greater than one (0 dB), the detection energy for the mistiming offset, 
  , 0E         , is greater than that of the actual timing,   , 0E         , giving rise to a 
non-zero error rate regardless of how high the SNR is (i.e., an irreducible detection error). Next, we use the 
two ZC sequence examples to further elaborate on this fundamental limitation of a ZC sequence.  
Fig. 5 (a) plots (29) for 140   and 16W  . It is observed that for 6   (corresponding to a 
critical frequency offset † 1  ), the ratio     
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     (solid red line) increases as   
( 0  ) increases and becomes larger than zero (dB) at 0.5  , agreeing well with the observation from 
Fig. 3. That is, the mean energy of the correlator output at 6   is greater than that at 0  , i.e., 
     , 6 , 0E E                   for 0.5  , thereby producing irreducible timing 
errors. For the case of 12   (corresponding to † 2  ), it is seen that 
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        , 1   , since the critical frequency offset 
†  
corresponding to 12   is greater than that for 6  , hence less effect on timing as compared to 
6  , as will be seen later. For other shift offsets whose corresponding timing offsets are within the 
hypothesis window, H   ( 0  ), the corresponding ratios are much smaller than 0 dB since the 
magnitude of the corresponding critical frequency offsets is much larger than one. Thereby, their effect on 
timing is much less significant. Similar observations can be made for 0  .  
It hence becomes clear that the actual value of the residual error probability when 0.5   simply 
depends on the probability that 1 H   occurs in the hypothesis window. Referring to (24) and (12), and 
assuming the arrival time is uniformly distributed in H, the error probability has a floor at 
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(30)
 
when  0.5   due to 1 H   or 0.5    due to 1 H   . 
It can be shown that ep  is nothing but the magnitude of the timing spectral component at the critical 
frequency offsets of † 1  . That is, the timing spectrum of a ZC sequence indicates the actual timing error 
floor of the corresponding ZC sequence. This useful property of the timing spectrum determines the ultimate 
limitation of a ZC sequence as a timing sequence. 
As a marginal case when 0.5  , the spurious peak at 1  shares the same strength as the one at 
0  , the error floor therefore halves that for 0.5  , i.e.,  
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 (31) 
at 0.5    if 1 H   . This case is only of theoretical interest though since the probability of a 
frequency offset occurs at the exact value of 0.5 is zero. 
For the example of 140   and 16W  , we have 1 6   . The predicted error floor by (30) is 
0.625ep   for all 0.5  , which is the same as by the timing spectrum in Fig. 4 (a). 
Whereas for 367   shown in Fig. 5 (b), we observe that       
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result of lack of spectral components in the lower frequency offset region as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Furthermore, 
since the spectral component of 367   at † 1   is zero, i.e., 1 H  , the frequency offset in this 
case is not expected to introduce a timing error floor. ZC sequence 367   is hence a better choice than 
140   for timing applications with the time uncertainty range of 16 (samples). 
In the following, we validate the above analytical results via simulations. 
Fig. 6 plots the timing probability distribution at the shift offset of H   calculated from (26) at the 
frequency offset of 0.5  . With 140  , there are four spurious peaks in the timing hypothesis window 
in addition to the peak at 0   (i.e., the correct shift offset). The four spurious ones are at 6    and 
12 , corresponding to the four (two at the two positive critical frequency offsets and two at the negative ones) 
  
lower end spectral components in Fig. 4 (a). More importantly, just as the timing spectral component at 
† 1   indicates an irreducible timing error rate of 0.625 for any frequency offset 0.5  , Fig. 7 (a) 
shows the detection error rate plateaus at 0.625 at 0.6   and 0.7, and floors at half of that at 0.5  . 
The PN sequence on the other hand only has one dominant peak at 0  , and hence outperforms the ZC 
sequence in this case. As for the ZC sequence of 367  , there is only one dominant peak present at 
0  , as a consequence of lack of lower end spectral components present in its timing spectrum in Fig. 4 
(b), resulting in a timing performance similar to PN (cf. Fig. 7 (b)). 
However, it does not necessarily mean that ZC sequence 367   performs as well in even wider time 
uncertainty ranges. It can be seen from the fact that the timing spectrum is not only a function of the root 
parameter of the ZC sequence but also a function of the time uncertainty at the receiver. To demonstrate this 
point, we increase the timing hypothesis window size of ZC sequence 367   from H 16  to 20, 
corresponding to the time uncertainty window of 20 samples or ~13 μs. The resultant timing spectrum is 
plotted in Fig. 8. We now see a new spectral component with a magnitude of 0.2 appear at the critical 
frequency offset of † 1   (and † 1    by symmetry) corresponding to shift offsets of 16    and 
16, respectively, i.e., 1 H16    . High mistiming probabilities at the above two shift offsets, 
particularly an error floor of 0.2 for 0.5  , are therefore expected, which is further verified by (27) and 
simulations in Fig. 9, where two spurious detection peaks occur at exactly these two locations, causing 
severely deteriorated timing detection performance with an error floor at 0.2 for 0.5   (and 0.2/2=0.1 for 
0.5  ) as shown in Fig. 10. We thus see that the same ZC sequence can have very different timing spectra, 
and hence very different timing performance, in different time uncertainty ranges. 
Fig. 11-Fig. 13 show the timing performance of another ZC sequence with 29   for a timing 
uncertainty window size H 20 . In Fig. 11, the lack of spectral components in the lower end indicates a 
good timing performance. In particular, the absence of a spectral component at † 1    guarantees no timing 
error floor within the given time uncertainty window, which is further confirmed by the results in Fig. 12 and 
Fig. 13. 
  
 
 
 
 
(a) 140   
 
 
(b) 367   
 
Fig. 6. Timing detection probability distribution, i.e., the detection error probability at shift offset     for ZC sequences 
=140  (a) and 367 (b). In the simulation, the sequence arrival time   is a random variable, and uniformly distributed over time 
uncertainty window H, i.e.,  0, 1U W   , where the window size is 16W   . The results are collected over various values 
of  . The frequency offset is 0.5  , and receive sample SNR is 15    dB. The simulation results are plotted against the 
analytical result in (26). The results from PN sequences are also shown. The PN sequence is truncated to match the ZC sequence 
length, i.e., 839N  . The natural period of the PN sequence is 252 1 . 
  
 
 
(a) 140   
 
 
 
(b) 367   
Fig. 7. Timing detection performance (timing error probability) of ZC sequences 140   (a) and 367 (b) at various frequency
offsets. The timing hypothesis window size is 16. The timing error probabilities from the simulation are plotted against the
analytical result given in (27). It is observed that there is a timing error floor at 0.625 as the frequency offset   becomes
greater than 0.5 for 140   and no floor for 367, just as indicated by the timing spectra in Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b), respectively.
The PN simulation results (gray) are also plotted for reference. 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 8. The timing spectrum for ZC sequence 367   with timing hypothesis window size of 20W   . Only the positive
half ( † 0  ) of the spectrum is plotted due to the symmetry of the spectrum. 
 
Fig. 9. Timing detection probability distribution (shown as shift offset  ) over  0, 1U W    for ZC sequence 367 
with timing hypothesis window size of 20W   . As in Fig. 6, the frequency offset is 0.5  ; the receive sample SNR of
15 dB; and the PN sequence is truncated to match the ZC sequence length, i.e., 839N  . The natural period of the PN sequence
is 252 1 . 
 
 
Fig. 10. Timing detection performance (timing error probability) of a ZC sequence ( 367  ) at various frequency offsets. The
timing hypothesis window size is 20. There is an error floor at 0.2 as the frequency offset   becomes greater than 0.5, the same
value as indicated by the timing spectrum in Fig. 8. The PN simulation results (gray) are also plotted for reference. 
  
 
 
Fig. 11. The timing spectrum for ZC sequence 29   with timing hypothesis window size of 20W   . Only the positive 
half ( † 0  ) of the spectrum is plotted due to the symmetry of the spectrum. 
 
Fig. 12. Timing detection probability distribution (shown as shift offset  ) over  0, 1U W    for ZC sequence 29   with 
timing hypothesis window size of 20W   . The frequency offset is 0.5  ; the receive sample SNR of -15dB; and the PN 
sequence is truncated to match the ZC sequence length, i.e., 839N  . The natural period of the PN sequence is 252 1 . 
 
 
Fig. 13. Timing detection performance (timing error probability) of a ZC sequence ( 29  ) at various frequency offsets. The 
timing hypothesis window size is 20. There is no timing error floor, which agrees with the timing spectrum in Fig. 11. The PN 
simulation results (gray) are also plotted for reference. 
  
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
A ZC sequence is well known for its perfect autocorrelation properties. As a result, ZC sequences have 
found their wide applications in modern cellular systems as synchronization sequences, such as the LTE 
Primary Synchronization Signal (PSS) and the Random Access Channel (RACH) signal. However, the perfect 
time autocorrelation is in general not true in practical applications when a frequency synchronization error is 
present between the transmitter and the receiver. That is, the perfect autocorrelation property is lost under 
non-zero frequency offset, consequently degrading the timing performance of a ZC sequence. The severity of 
the degradation depends on both the root parameter of a ZC sequence and the time uncertainty. It thus 
signifies the necessity for understanding the behavior and performance of a ZC sequence when applied to 
practical communication systems. In this paper, we develop an analytical framework that characterizes the 
timing properties of a ZC sequence. In particular, we introduce a concept of timing spectrum that relates the 
frequency offset effect on a ZC sequence timing performance directly to the root parameter of a ZC sequence 
combined with the time uncertainty at a receiver. We demonstrate how the time uncertainty and the selection 
of the root parameter can jointly affect the sensitivity of a ZC sequence’s timing performance to a frequency 
offset and how a timing spectrum fully characterizes this property including the irreducible timing error 
probability, which ultimately determines the maximum combined timing and frequency uncertainties that a 
ZC sequence can resolve as a synchronization sequence. The analytical framework proposed in this paper 
provides an effective analytical tool for timing signal design and performance analysis.  
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